ʻSausageʼ Pillowcase
3/4 yard main pillowcase fabric
1/4 yard cuff fabric
2” x WOF trim fabric
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Place cuff fabric on table with the right side facing up.
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Take the trim fabric and fold it in half Right Sides facing OUT and press the fold. Lay this on top of the cuff fabric
with the raw edges of both fabrics aligned along the top.
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Place the body fabric Right Side Down on top of both of these, aligning all top raw edges and pinning to hold the
three layers together.
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Now roll up the Main Pillowcase fabric towards the pinned edge until you can see most of the cuff fabric. Bring
the bottom edge of the cuff fabric up to the pinned edge, enclosing the main body fabric, and pin it in place as
well. Stitch along this edge with a 1/4” seam. Reach in one end of the ʻsausageʼ and pull the fabric out. Press.
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Fold the pillowcase in half lengthwise Right Sides OUT and square up the raw edges. Sew the side and bottom
with a 1/4” seam (trust me on this - it looks wrong, but just keep going.....). Backstitch at the beginning and end.
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Turn Wrong Side OUT and press the seams. Sew the side and bottom again, this time with a 1/2” seam,
backstitching at the beginning and end. This creates a nicely finished seam on the inside - turn the pillowcase
Right Side Out, press one more time, and youʼre done!!
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Cuff fabric (dots) is
bottom layer, right side
facing up.
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Trim fabric (gray) is
folded in half, right sides
out. Raw edges of all
fabrics are aligned here.

Pin layers along top raw edge to hold in place

Roll body fabric up, then bring bottom edge of
cuff fabric up around the 'sausage'. Pin in place
with other layers, then stitch with 1/4" seam.

Wrong side of main fabric. This is the top layer.
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